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By Caryl Churchill 
Directed by Delia MacDougall 

 
Berkeley— A season celebrating plays by women must include Churchill. Marlene is out to celebrate 
her big promotion at work. And she's earned it – a just reward for years of dedicated service at the Top 
Girls Employment Agency. If she's had to make sacrifices along the way, they've been worth it. 
Dancing through history, Churchill's timeless masterpiece Top Girls asks all the right questions about 
the struggle to "have it all." Top Girls previews July 2 - 9, opens Friday, July 10, and runs through 
August 2 at the Ashby Stage.  
 
Everyone thinks they know Caryl Churchill. She’s a tremendous force in the international chronology 
of theater, and with good reason. Churchill’s plays are political, but they are on the intimate side of 
politics. And they are almost always about desire, the fundamental human urge to attain. The play’s 
central character is obsessed with women’s success in business. But her journey is far from 
picturesque.  
 
Director Delia MacDougall (who directed Winesburg, Ohio for Shotgun back in 2001) says: “Top 
Girls, Cloud Nine, Serious Money, Mad Forest—the writer Caryl Churchill was a hero of mine. I had 
performed in each of these plays at just the moment in my life when I was coming to consciousness of 
the political and personal worlds she explored, or perhaps it was that her exploring these worlds lead 
me to them. To feminism in Top Girls, sexual choice and identity in Cloud Nine, runaway capitalism in 
Serious Money and the collapse of Communism in Mad Forest. Churchill broke open these worlds and 
at the same time broke the frame of playwriting itself. Top Girls, one of her earlier plays, begins with 
an impossible dinner party; the guests are from different eras in time, one guest taken from a novel, 
another out of a painting; past and present shift and rearrange, the actors shift characters, and language 
gets lost in the drive to be heard.” 
 
Although Top Girls is firmly set in a bygone era - with Margaret Thatcher and ferocious capitalism on 
the rise - it remains an incredibly prescient work that speaks to an ongoing conundrum: what are the 
costs of having a powerful career? Today we might also ask - just how much has actually changed? 
The underlying expectations of the modern workplace are terrifying. When Louise arrives at Top Girls 
employment agency looking for a different job, she is asked her age.  She reveals that she is 46 and is 
told: "It's not necessarily a handicap, well it is of course we have to face that..." When a young woman 



named Jeanine arrives to inquire about a job, Marlene advises to avoid mentioning she is engaged. Top 
Girls remains a timely commentary on women finding - and fighting for - their place in the world. 
 
Top Girls was first produced at the Royal Court in London in 1982. It transferred to Joseph Papp's 
Public Theatre in New York later that year.  
 
Top Girls features Set Design by Erik Flatmo, Costume Design by Heidi Hanson, Sound Design by 
Hannah Birch Carl, Light Design by Allen Wilner, and Properties Design by Devon LaBelle. 
 
The cast of Top Girls features Danielle Cain, Jessma Evans, Rosie Hallett, Leontyne Mbele-
Mbong, Kendra Lee Oberhauser*, Karen Offereins and Aily Roper.  
 
*A member of Actor’s Equity Association. 
 
WHAT: A season celebrating plays by women must include Churchill. Marlene is out to celebrate her 
big promotion at work. And she's earned it – a just reward for years of dedicated service at the Top 
Girls Employment Agency. If she's had to make sacrifices along the way, they've been worth it. 
Dancing through history, Churchill's timeless masterpiece Top Girls asks all the right questions about 
the struggle to "have it all." 
 
WHEN: Wednesday – Sunday, July 2 – August 2 
***PLEASE NOTE. THERE IS NO PERFORMANCE ON JULY 4TH.*** 
 
WHERE: The Ashby Stage, 1901 Ashby Avenue, Berkeley  
 
TICKET PRICES: Pay What You Can Previews July 2 - 9. Opening Night Friday, July 10. Regular 
performance nights $20 - $30. Advance reservations strongly advised – shows will sell out!  
 
For more information go to www.shotgunplayers.org or call 510.841.6500  
 


